Abstract-Environmental monitoring has become a typical application of wireless sensor networks. The concept of monitoring certain Points of Interest (PoIs) instead of the whole sensor field helps in reducing the costs of the deployment and improving the performance in terms of coverage. However, the problems of multiple PoI coverage, environment exploration and data report are still solved separately and there are no works that combine the aforementioned problems into a single deployment scheme. In this work, we present a novel approach for mobile sensor deployment, where we combine multiple PoI coverage with network connectivity preservation and environment exploration in order to capture the dynamics of the monitored area. We examine the performance of our scheme through extensive simulation campaigns.
I. INTRODUCTION
A typical application of wireless sensor networks is environmental monitoring. The sensors have to be deployed and placed on strategic locations to monitor the area of interest. In many cases, monitoring the whole area might be unnecessary. Therefore, monitoring some points of interest increases the sensing performance and reduces the deployment cost. When sensors have motion capabilities, monitoring only some PoIs instead of the whole area also permits time dependent coverage.
Very often environmental monitoring applications require the knowledge of both the position of the targets to cover and the characteristics of the monitored area. Obtaining all the necessary information about the environment is not an easy task, especially if the dynamic nature of the observed processes is taken into account. Furthermore, combining target coverage with the connectivity of each sensor with the data sink is a challenging problem in mobile sensor deployment. In this work, we address a mobile sensor deployment algorithm that combines environment and target discovery along with target coverage and connectivity preservation.
However, target coverage and environment exploration are opposing demands if the same set of devices is used for both operations. In order to cover the targets in the field of interest, mobile sensors have to self-deploy in a certain manner and to adjust their positions according to the positions of the targets that have to be covered, which excludes the application of any standard environment exploration technique.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no works that combine target discovery and target coverage with connectivity preservation. In [4] , authors analyze mobile sensor movement on a circular path with the goal to cover the set of predefined PoIs that lay on the same path, but the position of the PoI is assumed to be known and the approach cannot be used for the multi-path problem (that introduces multiple movement paths and data sink).
In this work, we propose a novel approach that integrates the three mentioned objectives into one simple distributed sensor deployment scheme. Our approach is based on the continuous and variable speed movement of mobile sensors, which follow concentric circular paths to explore and cover the field of interest. By constantly moving, sensors execute the environment discovery task, and by adjusting the movement velocity, they satisfy the constraints on target coverage and connectivity with the data sink. The algorithm that runs on all the mobile sensors is distributed and introduces a new technique of velocity calculation based on the information available from the sensors in one-hop neighborhood.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II overviews some of the related works. General assumptions and basic approach principle are presented in Section III. The mathematical analysis of circular movement on concentric paths and the relationship of connectivity constraints between sensors and target coverage are presented in Section IV. The performance of our scheme is evaluated in Section V. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, works on deployment and self-deployment of wireless sensor networks are reviewed along with a short state of the art of mobile robots deployment. As our main focus is Point of Interest coverage with connectivity constraint, we only mention works that consider both these two properties. Moreover, we consider the deployment of mobile sensors but more interested readers can refer to [5] , [10] for static random deployment strategies, to [2] , [8] , [9] for off-line computation of sensor placement and to [11] or [12] for complete surveys. There are mainly three ways to optimize the deployment or the placement of mobile sensors that were previously described in [11] : coverage pattern based movement, virtual force based movement and grid quorum based movement.
In [7] , authors examine the expected information captured per unit of energy consumption in a scenario where mobile sensors cover n PoIs on a circuit of length D. Another work that considers the combined problem of coverage, exploration and deployment is [3] . Authors present their deployment algorithm for mobile robots that proposed the use of radio beacons to help the robots during the deployment. They consider a probabilistic approach for robot deployment, and they assume that the available number of network markers in the field of interest is infinite. On the other side, our approach requires no additional hardware and still successfully addresses all the aforementioned problems.
III. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

A. Motivating application and assumptions
Constant improvements in mobile sensor technology allows us to use different types of mobile sensors. In recent years flying drones are more and more used in military and civil applications for environmental monitoring. Interesting property of this type of mobile devices is that they consume approximately the same amount of energy while moving or staying still. Thus, it is possible to develop different dynamic deployment strategies for different types of expected coverage [11] .
By using this kind of mobile sensors that are able to move freely and without energy consumption constraints, we present a novel approach to solve the aforementioned problems by varying the velocity of the mobile device. The velocity is calculated in a distributed way and it is a function of the available information about PoIs, sensor characteristics and network topology. Our mobile sensor movement scenario is based on concentric circular paths with the data sink in the barycenter, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Mobile robots move by following the predefined paths, which are circles in our case, but this constraint can be easily extended to any other closed curve configuration (some possible examples are ellipsoidal or hexagonal curves).
Besides the circular configuration, we also assume that all the sensors are located within the communication range of each other and that no global knowledge concerning the PoIs is available. Furthermore, sensors are able to deploy themselves in order to get to their starting positions on the circular paths before the main algorithm execution. Due to the space restrictions, in this work we examine the scenario with only one mobile sensor per path.
The primary goal of our deployment scheme is the coverage of multiple PoIs in the field of interest whose positions are not known at the beginning of the deployment. By moving on the concentric paths, mobile sensors achieve PoI discovery, multiple PoI coverage and connectivity with the data sink. In the following section we define basic terminology and notation used in the remainder of the paper. 
B. Formal definitions
To formally describe the deployment and coverage model of a sensor S, we use the Unit Disk Graph (UDG) network model [6] , where sensor's communication and sensing ranges are represented with r c and r s , respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that r c > 2r s (Figure 1(a) ). The ratio between the communication and sensing range, r c /r s , is referred to as path density (D L ).
Definition 1: The path is the closed curve that is followed by mobile sensors, denoted by L n , where n represents the number of the path or path level. Paths L n and L n+1 , as well as L n−1 and L n , are called neighboring paths.
In order to ease the calculation process, without loss of generality, we assume that all the paths are circles. Therefore, the distance of all the points of the path L n from the barycenter is nr c and the path length is l n = 2nr c π. It is evident that the length of L n is n times greater than the length of the first path L 1 , l n = nl 1 . Our deployment scenario is based on concentric circles, but can be easily extended to any other concentric structure consisting of closed curves (one of the possible examples is hexagon).
Definition 2: The stripe is the annulus referred to as ξ n , 2(n−1)r s and 2nr s are its inner and outer radius, respectively. It represents the region covered by the sensor that moves following the path L n , with the area
The Point of Interest (PoI) is the point in the area of interest where the event occurs (denoted by P i in general case), defined with its polar coordinates: the distance from the data sink r P as the radial coordinate and the angle from the predefined direction Θ P as the angular coordinate.
We assume that there is an unknown number of PoIs in the area of interest, and that the PoIs are placed in unknown locations (r Pi , Θ Pi ). Moreover, without loss of generality, we assume that all the PoIs has equal dynamics of alternation between active and dormant states, described by the period of alternation T P . A specific PoI is considered to be covered if it lays within the sensing range r s of a sensor for a period of time greater than T sens , that is the period of time in which a sensor can get all the necessary information about the event occurring at the PoI. After the information about the PoI is retrieved by the sensor, it has to be transferred to the sink in a multi-hop fashion. Similarly to T sens , we define T comm as the period of time necessary to provide successful communication between two sensors, T sens > T comm .
Due to the PoI dynamics, it is necessary to transfer the PoI data from a sensor to the sink as fast as possible, and therefore, we introduce the critical period of time T data , in which the information about the PoI should be delivered to the sink from the sensor. The complete network is considered to be connected if all the messages from the sensors containing PoI information are transferred to the sink with a delay lower than T data . In order to capture all the information regarding the PoI, a mobile sensor has to cover it with period lower than the period of PoI's dynamics T P .
In the rest of the paper, the sensor moving on the path L n will be referred to as sensor S n or n th sensor. Moreover, sensors following neighboring paths are referred to as neighboring sensors.
In the following section, we analyze the circular movements with variable speed of the mobile sensors, as well as we investigate the interactions among the mobile sensors.
IV. CIRCULAR MOVEMENT ANALYSIS
In order to formally describe the movement of the sensors and the conditions of their interconnection, we first need to determine the angle between the barycenter and the positions of two sensors in the moment when they enter (or exit) each other's communication range (Θ comm , shown in Figure 2 ). 
Lemma 1:
The difference between angular coordinates of sensors on paths L m and L n (n > m) in the moment of entering (or exiting) each other's communication range, denoted by Θ comm , is expressed as:
Proof: The application of the cosines law to the triangle SS n S m gives that r
s cos Θ comm . Therefore, it is possible to deduce the expression for Θ comm as a function of the path level, since it is calculated between paths L m and L n . Figure 2(b) is the plot of function Θ comm (n, n − 1) for sensors on different paths (from path 2 to 10, since the sensor on first path is constantly connected to the data sink) and 4 different path densities (D L ∈ {1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7} ). It is clear that an higher path density allows a larger sensor movement while preserving the connection with the communicating sensor on the neighboring path.
The value of Θ comm depends on the path density and is used for the calculation of minimal inter-contact time between mobile sensors on neighboring paths. In the following section, we analyze sensor velocity, v comm , during the communication, inter-contact period of time T inter for both cases of movements, in the same and in opposite directions, T + inter and T − inter , respectively, and PoI coverage velocity v sens .
A. Movement in the same direction
In general case, sensors move at different velocities depending on the information they get from PoIs and neighboring sensors. However, sensors in mutual contact have to travel at the communication velocity v comm , depending on the predefined minimum communication period T comm , in order not to lose connectivity. If the calculated velocity is greater than cruising speed v max , then the sensor keeps v max as the movement speed.
Lemma 2: In order to satisfy the minimum communication period T comm during the movement on neighboring paths L n−1 and L n , sensors must limit their maximal velocity to:
Proof: Let us consider the movement of the sensors in the same direction on neighboring paths L n−1 and L n . In order to satisfy the T comm constraint, they have to move with velocity v comm . Thus, their angular velocities are w n = v comm /(nr s ) and w n−1 = v comm /((n−1)r s ). The condition for keeping the connection between the sensors is w dif f T comm = 2Θ comm , where −1)r s ) . Therefore, the maximal movement velocity that allows both sensors to keep their connection during the period T comm is given in Equation 2.
After the communication with sensor S n−1 is done, sensor S n restores the maximal velocity v max in order to minimize the inter-contact time with sensor S n−1 .
Lemma 3: Under the assumption that sensors move at velocity v max after losing their connection, the needed time to establish a new connection is:
Proof: Inter-contact time can be calculated by using the difference in neighboring sensors' angular coordinates, in other words, inter-contact time is the time needed to lower the sensors' angular difference to the value of Θ comm . Neighboring sensors n and n − 1 are both moving in the same direction at the velocity v max , thus their angular velocities are w n = v max /(nr s ) and w n−1 = v max /((n − 1)r s ), respectively. The inter-contact time T + inter is the time needed for a sensor moving at the angular speed w dif f = w n−1 − w n to travel the angle 2π − Θ comm . Since Figure 3(a) shows the inter-contact time as a function of the number of path involved, for 4 different maximal movement velocities that are chosen arbitrarily. As a consequence of the longer distance that sensors on higher paths have to travel and the nature of the movement in the same direction in the same linear velocity, inter-contact periods are unacceptably high. 
B. Movement in opposite directions
To lower the inter-contact period, we use movement in opposite directions on neighboring paths. Since the connection time between two sensors on neighboring paths should be at least T comm , in this case, their velocity should be lower or equal to v comm , where v comm is calculated similarly to Lemma 2:
Following the reasoning from the proof of Lemma 3, we deduce the inter-contact time for the opposite direction movement (Figure 3(b) ):
The gain in inter-contact time achieved by using different movement directions is expressed as:
C. Target coverage
Similarly to the case where the sensors interconnect, a sensor detecting the PoI has to change its movement velocity in order to satisfy the condition for T sens . Lemma 4: Depending on the PoI position (defined by its radial and angular coordinates, r Pi and Θ Pi respectively), the angular coordinate difference Θ sens for the case when the PoI is on the boundary of the communication range is:
Lemma 5: The maximal velocity of sensor movement needed to satisfy the sensing period T sens is:
Due to the space limitations and the similarity with Lemmas 1 and 2, proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5 are omitted.
It is worth noting that a PoI located in the stripe ξ n can be covered by all the sensors that follow paths L n or L n−1 . Moreover, if a sensor has to choose between several values for its actual movement velocity, it chooses the smallest value, which is also the least energy consuming.
V. APPROACH EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the deployment properties illustrated by message delay from a sensors to the sink, PoI update time and overall PoI coverage time. Extreme values for each property are deduced theoretically and distributions are provided through extensive simulations.
The simulator used is WSNet, event driven simulator for large scale wireless networks [1] . The specific set of values used in simulations are provided in Table I .
A. Message delay
To evaluate the network connectivity, in terms of connectivity between sensor S n and data sink, we discuss possible and expected values for the message delay t d (n). Minimal message delay is possible in the case when all the sensors on different levels are connected in the same moment. In this configuration, the message delay time represents the sum of T comm (n, n − 1) for all the sensors belonging to levels lower than n:
In the worst case, sensors are located in a way that they require T inter (n, n− 1) period of time to make the connection with the sensor on lower level, besides the T comm needed for the information exchange. Similarly to t 
However, simulations show that in 98% of messages sent from any of the sensors, are received by the sink node after a delay lower than 50s (Figure 4 ). Due to these results, it is possible to conclude that our approach gives results for the scenario parameter T data ≥ 50s.
B. PoI update and overall target coverage
Regarding the PoI update, we assumed that a PoI can change its state (appear, move or disappear) with certain dynamics described by critical period T P oI . The trivial case is when a PoI changes its state within the sensing range of a sensor, when the minimal target update time t If a PoI is located in the stripe ξ n , then the maximal target update time is as follows:
In the special case where there is only one PoI in the stripe ξ n , the expression for t + u is different:
In all the simulation scenarios, we have used 15 PoIs, randomly positioned in the area covered by mobile sensors. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the simulation output of PoI update time and overall target coverage time with relation to the specific stripe number where the PoIs are located. Based on these simulation results, it is possible to make a prediction on the lowest values of T Pi based on the number of available mobile sensors.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we proposed a novel approach to integrate PoI discovery, multiple PoI coverage and data report to the sink. Our motivation for this work is the application of flying mobile sensors for the environmental monitoring, where there is a need to gather as much information as possible while covering the events that occur in the field of interest. By constantly moving, sensors execute the environment discovery task, and by adjusting the movement velocity, they satisfy the constraints regarding the target coverage and T data connectivity with the data sink in order to report the PoI data. We have analyzed the effectiveness of the proposed approach analytically and have provided extensive simulation results to prove the feasibility of our concept.
Future work on this topic will be based on different mobile sensor deployment algorithms and topologies that can be deduced from the proposed one. Furthermore, we will include more realistic network models along with the implementation on real mobile sensors.
